ECZACIBAŞI BUILDING PRODUCTS
ENERGY POLICY

As a company that adopts the mission of sustainability and that is aware of its responsibilities for preserving energy sources, our purpose is to convey a livable, blue planet to the next generations.

As we strive to achieve this purpose, we are committed to;

- Continuously improving our energy performance in all our factories,
- Making sustainable production with continuous development and improvement for energy efficiency and designing energy-saving products,
- Providing all necessary information and sources required to identify, fulfill and review energy purposes and targets,
- Complying with the applicable legal and other requirements related to energy use and efficiency,
- Using energy and natural sources efficiently in all our processes, choosing energy-efficient technologies, practices and supplying energy efficient products and services,
- Managing our activities to increase the awareness of employees and society about consumption of natural sources and integrating energy efficiency to our management systems and conducting all activities to become an exemplary enterprise.
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